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All the Time in the World! Part 1
A visit to the NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
Right! Hands up all those
who have never heard of
the Coigach Peninsular!
This included most of us
who went on the recent
fieldtrip; apart from Patrick
of course who has been
investigating the geology
of the area for over 20
years and rashly
volunteered to show us
the geological wonders.
It was felt that an
introductory visit to Loch
Assynt was needed before
this and so it was that 17 of
us met at the
Inchnadamph Hotel north
of Ullapool.

Figure 1: Loch Assynt and Quinaig (Image: E Fraser previous trip)

Day 1 – Loch Assynt
On a grey day that gradually got greyer and eventually disappeared into the
gloom we started half way down the loch where an island with fir trees marks a
small promontory. Here we searched for a Scourie dyke (2.4 – 2.0 Ga) in the
Lewisian Gneiss Complex which formed a small embayment in the loch side and a
ridge trending WNW-ESE on the peninsular. Interesting also was the offshoot of a
pegmatite vein found further up the hillside. By this time, the wind chill factor was
becoming critical so we retired to the shelter of the roadside crags!
The stretch of road from here to near Inchnadamph is iconic in understanding the
rock units of the NW Highlands from the Precambrian to the Cambrian and
countless students have wended their way along it.
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We followed in their footsteps and walked along the roadside towards the SE
examining the younging succession of the rocks. The first units were Torridonian
sandstones forming an angular unconformity with the Lewisian Gneiss (3 Ga). Here
there were conglomerates with 2-3 cm pebbles, matrix supported Diabaig Fm. (1
Ga) which gave way to better sorted units resulting from alluvial fans and lake
environments. The Torridonian sandstone was discussed at some length and we
were to see much more of this at Coigach. It became apparent from this location
alone that 20% of the Earth’s History was missing!
Working eastwards the
Diabaig units were
truncated against the
Lewisian Gneiss and
then gave way to the
Applecross Fm. which
were trough cross
bedded with
convoluted laminae,
representing perennial
braided rivers. Glacial
features (both
depositional and
erosional) were
observed including
some impressive striae
and then we reached
Figure 2: The angular unconformity between the Lewisian Gneiss and the Diabaig
the Cambrian Eriboll
Formation
Formation. The Basal
Quartzite Member with
small scale herringbone cross bedding formed an angular unconformity with the
Applecross Fm. below.
We
attempted to
view the
‘double
unconformity’
across the
loch where
both the
Cambrian
Quartzites
and the
Precambrian
Torridonian
beds rest
Figure 3: Glencoul Thrust underlain by younger Cambrian Quartzites and overlain by older Lewisian
Gneiss picture information board at viewpoint
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unconformably on the Lewisian Gneiss but the Scottish mist had descended! By this
time, we were sufficiently wet to warrant a trip over the hill past Quinaig to Unapool
where the new NW Highlands Geopark Rock shop provided a welcome cuppa;
opening especially for our group. The Museum there is well worth a visit and
includes a diorama of the Glencoul Thrust. We were also fortunate to catch the
resident Park Information Officer Dr Laura Hamlet. We stopped on the return journey
and managed a glimpse of the Thrust from the road viewpoint before returning in
the mist to Skiag Bridge on Loch Assynt.
At Skiag Bridge the iconic Pipe Rock Member could be seen with the Skolithos trace
fossils in the Cambrian Quartzites. These also form a prominent spotted appearance
on the tops of the units.

Figure 4: Pipe Rock Member - vertical section (left) and bedding
plane view (right)

These units displayed large scale planar
cross bedding divided by greenish mudstones.

Figure 5: Fucoid Beds Member. Note all wearing hi-vis jackets!!
Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular

Continuing east we
observed the early
Cambrian Fucoid Beds
Member conformably
overlying the Pipe Rock
Member. The Fucoid beds
were orange brown, wavy
bedded siltstones thought
to be deposited above the
storm wave base but below
the fair-weather wave
base. Above this we saw
the Salterella Grit Member
where there is some
controversy on the nature
of these tiny conical fossils,
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once thought to represent worm or cephalopod tubes and now thought to
represent Agmata.
The final unit of the day was the Durness Limestone - a very dark, dense rock close
to the Sole Thrust of the Moine Thrust Belt. An interesting day if a little damp around
the edges.
Day 2 – Clachtoll and Stoer
In complete contrast to Day 1, this dawned fine and although not warm was at
least sunny for our trip to the seaside.
We parked at Clachtoll Bay car park and proceeded onto the beach; as the tide
was in we scrambled over the headland to reach the Basal Stoer Group breccias of
the Torridonian Clachtoll Fm. on the other side.

Figure 6: Torridonian alluvial fan unconformably overlying Lewisian Gneiss south of Clachtoll Bay

The breccia included blocks of the Lewisian Gneiss up to 2m in length, the two units
being separated from one another by a spectacular buried landscape
unconformity. The breccia is thought to represent and alluvial debris fan deposit
fringing a lake.
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Figure 7: Fault gully south of Clachtoll Bay: Lewisian (foreground); Torridonian (background)

The most
prominent
feature here is
the much
photographed
Split Rock in the
Bay of Stoer Fm
dipping to the
west.

Figure 8: The ‘Split Rock’
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Returning across the
beach we examined
the muddy sandstone
on the beach which
looked as though it had
been stitched together;
some sort of weathering
feature possibly due to
drying out.

Figure 9: ‘Stitching’ feature, Clachtoll Fm, Clachtoll Bay

Figure 10: View looking north to Stoer Bay Glacial erratic
on the coastal footpath

After lunch, we took the coastal footpath north past the broch, across a boulder
beach around Stoer Bay and onto the next headland to examine the enigmatic
Stac Fada Member.
Here everyone, especially Patrick, got very excited to see evidence of the ejecta
from the bolide impact 60 miles away near Lairg in the Highlands. This unit was to
crop up later Achiltibuie foreshore and at Enard Bay on the Coigach Peninsular. All
with different manifestations.
Here we could see shocked and deformed quartzite beds, a poorly sorted
‘impactoblastic’ flow breccia (suevite) with dark green and red inclusions, black
coloured volcanics and pumice and accretionary lapilli. We also found evidence
in a 3D example of possible super-heated fluids being ejected from within the flow
onto the surface.

Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Figure 11: Massive melt-rich breccia of the Stac Fada Member (impact deposit) - prominent crag top centre, deformed and thermally
metamorphosed quartzite below. Photo courtesy of Dr Patrick Cossey

Day 3 – Knockan Crag and Coigach Hills

No trip to the NW Highlands
Geopark is complete without
visiting Knockan Crag and the
new visitor centre there now
makes this very accessible.
It was here that Peach and
Horne realised the significance
of observing older rocks over
younger units which had
puzzled geologists and ‘blue
sky thinkers’ of the time for
many years.

Figure 12: The famous ‘Rock Wall’ at the Knockan Crag visitor centre

Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Figure 13: The Moine Thrust at Knockan Crag: Moine mylonites above, Cambrian
Durness Limestone below

It is now known that as a result of the closure of the Iapetus Ocean the Moine schists
were thrust NW over the younger Durness limestones during the Caledonian
Orogeny at the end of the Silurian Period. The limestones show a mylonitised sandy
fabric almost marble like in appearance. It is also thought that the Moine Nappe
extended a good 10kms further west and has now been eroded back to the
present position.
Some of the party continued the circular walk along the top of the crags and then
after lunch we moved onto the single-track road into Coigach.

Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Just past the Stac Polliadh car park we pulled into a layby and here Patrick took us
to see some in-situ flat lying Torridonian sandstones which showed some strange
semi-circular wavy markings thought to be formed by rocks being ground into the
bedrock underneath an ice sheet. Any doubts we had about whether these were
Quaternary features were soon dispelled when Tony found a nodding mammoth
sitting upon one of the rocks! Now how did that get there I wonder!

Figure 14: Photo showing sub-glacial erosion features
features courtesy of Dr Patrick Cossey

We looked across the valley to see
some corries in the hills to the south
and Patrick showed us a beautiful
map of the glacial features of the area.
Finally, we walked to the head of Loch Lurgainn to observe some embayments
where dykes had been eroded out in the loch. The rain then descended and we
made our way to our cottages and accommodation.

Figure 15: In keeping with tradition, since Ben Peach and John Horne brought a British Association party to the
Inchnadamph Hotel in 1912, participants in the NSGGA excursion emulate the original 1912 ‘group photo’ with one of
their own. Doesn’t look a bit like Ben Peach, does he!
Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Many thanks to Patrick for a wonderful start to the trip and to Richard and family at
the Inchnadamph Hotel for their hospitality.
All the Time in the World! Part 2
The Coigach Peninsula is accessed north of Ullapool off the A835 road. After 10
miles turn left onto a single-track road with passing places, signposted Achiltibuie.
Immediately it feels as though you have entered ‘Brigadoon’ country! This is a
magical place of peaks rising straight out of the landscape, ‘cnoc an lochan’
scenery and small communities connected by the narrow road that encircles the
peninsula.
Despite initially appearing to be uniformly brown Torridonian rocks the geology is
spectacular and contains many surprises. There are Stac Fada bolide deposits and
stromatolites (oldest life forms known in Britain) in the Stoer Group units, Cambrian
quartzite, Lewisian Gneiss and strange deposits of a very dark early amphibole
gneiss with large garnets and oodles of Torridon Group rocks from the Diabaig
Formation all the way up to the Aultbea Formation. There is a major fault, minor
faults, beautiful beaches and enigmatic peninsulas. To cap it all there are islands
offshore, beautiful seascapes and seals, otters (if you are lucky) and many seabirds.

Figure 4 : View across Achnahaird Bay towards Suilven and Quinag

The area near the mountain of Stac Polliadh has been covered in the previous
report but it dominates the drive onto the peninsula as it rises 612m right beside the
road. It consists of rocks of the Applecross Formation of the Torridonian and dips
gently to the south at about 100.
Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Figure 5: Map of the Coigach Peninsular - http://coigach.com/information/local-maps

Day 1 Rubha Dunan Peninsula (SSSI)
This peninsula is below the Community Hall and Piping School café (where there is
parking) and is accessed from a signed footpath from the road near Polglass just
past the school and drops down to the foreshore near the old Broch.
Here the red flaggy
sandstones of the
Diabaig Fm
(Torridon Group)
contain large
boulders of
Clachtoll Sandstone
(Stoer Group) on
the foreshore.

Figure 6 : Rubha Dunan showing rubbly foreshore, and shoreline outcrops with Tanera Mor
in the background.

Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular

This peninsula may
once have been
cut off from the
mainland perhaps
when sea levels
were higher or
before isostatic
rebound occurred
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after the last
ice age.
Evidence of a
raised beach
and glacial
deposits can
be seen. The
bulk of the
peninsula is
high ground
consisting of
an inlier of
Lewisian
Gneiss.
Traversing
around the
base of the
hill to the west
there are

Figure 7 : Diabaig Fm sandstones and conglomerates at Rubha Dunan. Photo by Patrick Cossey

Figure 8 : Clachtoll Formation sandstones of the Stoer Group (dipping left) unconformably
overlain by Diabaig Fm sandstones (dipping right), Rubha Dunan. Photo by Patrick Cossey

flags of Diabaig
Fm dipping 7° to
SE towards the
sea. There are
ripple marks,
clasts of various
sizes and a
possible slump
feature. Beyond
this there is an
angular
unconformity
between the
Diabaig Fm and
the underlying
Stoer Gp which
dips at about 12°
but towards the
west.
Further round the
shore these Stoer
Group rocks can
be accessed.

At the end of the peninsula there is a small islet of Lewisian Gneiss only accessible at
low tide. This is an inlier of Archean rock; a common feature of the Coigach area.
Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Figure 9: Gently dipping sandstone flags of the Stoer Gp

Achiltibuie foreshore
NC 029077
This is accessed via a
footpath through the
‘Achiltibuie Garden’.
On the foreshore,
there are some
curious poorly sorted
breccias representing
Stac Fada Member
from the bolide which
impacted Lairg about
60 miles away in the
Highlands to the NE.
These rest
unconformably on
folded Lewisian Gneiss
(see photo below)

Figure 10: ‘A hiatus on the Rubha Dunan coastline, but what caused it?’ The large grey slabs
are sandstone blocks in the basal conglomerate of the Diabaig Formation; these banked
against a fault scarp in Stoer Group deposits - so now we know, one of life’s little mysteries
solved at last

Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Figure 12: Highly folded Lewisian Gneiss on foreshore –close to the Coigach Fault trending NE-SW

Day 2 Reiff
Morning cancelled due to blizzard
conditions and gale force winds!
Some of us went out to Reiff after the
trip had finished but unfortunately the
main footpath was closed due to
lambing but access to the rest of the
bay was easily found.
The village of Reiff is at the end of the
road where there is superb coastal
scenery and a small loch and stream
outflow. A raised beach almost
encircles the loch so this area may
once have been an island cut off by
the fault which passes through. The
area was surrounded by impressive cliffs
of pebbly cross-bedded sandstone,
part of the Applecross Formation
(Torridon Group).

Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular

Figure 11: The loch at Reiff divided by a fault with raised
beaches and the trough cross bedded sandstones of the
Applecross Fm on the coastal side to the west.
December 2017
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Badenscallie-Acheninver
Further south along the coast beyond Achiltibuie is Badenscallie and there is
parking on the shore by the graveyard. Here there are gently dipping rocks of the
Diabaig Fm with ripple marks and desiccation cracks. These are best accessed at
low tide. Higher in the sequence the boundary between the Diabaig Fm and the
pebbly cross-bedded Applecross Fm is marked by a prominent sandstone with an
erosion surface at its base.

Figure 14: Badenscallie foreshore – Diabaig Fm

Figure 13: Ripple marks and joints in the flaggy Diabaig
sandstones. Photos by Felicity Stubbs

Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Report by David Osborn

On the hillside above the Coigach
Community Hall there are several
exposures of Lewisian Gneiss. The
gneiss inlier shows evidence of a
foliation which dips at about 40° to
the east.
Further uphill there are striking crags of
dark rocks with large (up to 2 cm) red
garnets in a dark groundmass. These
enigmatic rocks have a similar dip to
the gneiss below. The presence of
garnet suggests they may be
metamorphic and the dark minerals
were identified as hornblende.

Figure 15: Patrick explaining the mystery of the layered mafic
body containing hornblende and garnet rock in the Lewisian
Gneiss Complex. All enjoying the sunshine. If only we had
known - an hour later snow storm conditions caused a hasty
retreat downhill!

The rocks were interpreted as part of
a layered basic-ultrabasic igneous body (a sill), possibly representing a slice of very
early oceanic crust (even older than the Lewisian Gneiss). They were subsequently
transformed during Inverian or Laxfordian metamorphic events.
Creag Ruadh, Bardentarbat Beach Report by David Osborn

Figure 16: Badentarbat Beach looking towards Cambrian quartzite
cliffs at end

Badentarbat Beach lies in the low
land to the west of the Coigach
Fault.
Outcrops of Cambrian quartzite
(Eriboll Fm) in the foreshore and in
the sea cliffs are cut off further west
by a fault lying parallel to the
Coigach Fault. The unit to the west
of this fault is the Aultbea Fm near
the top of the Torridonian series
dipping about 30° to the SE and
forming the high ground of Polbain
and villages to the north. The
younger Eriboll Fm has been
downthrown to the east of this
fault.

Parking on the seashore and walking south along the top of the beach the sand
turns to large pebbles and boulders of the Eriboll Fm and to the east is a raised
beach about 10m above sea level today. This beach is at the south end of an area
of low ground leading to Achnahaird Bay to the north with higher ground to each
side. This apparently was a portage route to avoid the dangerous passage around
Rubha Coigach.
Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Figure 17: Basal Quartzite Member with herringbone cross-bedding. Photo by
Patrick Cossey
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In a small embayment
there are good examples
of herringbone cross
bedding typical of the
Basal Quartzite Member of
the Eriboll Fm. Above this
are highly fractured rocks
containing vertical
Skolithos burrows typical of
the overlying Pipe Rock
Member. The rocks are
very disturbed, and fault
breccia and some
slickensides were seen on
some faces.

Continuing round the cliffs into
the next bay the cliffs are set
back at least 25m by a small
fault which forms a break in the
cliff going back at an angle to
the beach. Collectively these
features indicate the presence
a major fault (the Coigach
Fault) close by.
Separating the outcrop of the
Eriboll Fm from the Applecross
Fm to the east, this fault has an
enormous (5-6km)
displacement with a
downthrow to the west.

Figure 18: Pipe Rock Member. Photo by Janet Osborn

Day 4 Achnahaird–Garvie Bay (Enard Bay SSSI)

Report by Brenda Kay

This walk turned out to be rather more 'serious' than billed. Conditions underfoot
were slippery mud and deep water filled holes originally dug for saplings which
failed to 'take', proved quite challenging. It was however a good revision day since
we met several rock formations which we had seen on other occasions, and
several 'Jewels in the Crown' were seen in Salmon Bothy Bay. Here we had another
chance to see the enigmatic Stac Fada Member as well as other spectacular
features.

Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Figure 19: View of Enard Bay (south side) from Achnahaird Beach – the Coigach Fault runs through centre of bay left to
right on this picture (N–S in reality) mostly Stoer Gp & Lewisian to the east and Applecross Fm to west (nearside)

Figure 20: Applecross Fm units dipping to SW about 23˚

Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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Also, evidence of the earliest
known life forms in Britain - algal
limestones in the Stoer Group
draped over boulders of
Lewisian Gneiss immediately
above the Lewisian-Torridonian
unconformity. These
stromatolites were all the more
impressive for being coloured
red from the sandstones above.

Figure 21: Intra-Torridonian unconformity Diabaig Fm (Torridon Group)
conglomerate above Stoer Group mudstones. Photo Peter Kay

A little further on is the Stac
Fada Member bolide deposit
with very clear accretionary
lapilli.

Figure 22: Stromatolites of the Stoer Group. Photos by Peter
Kay (left) and Jan Fox (right).

Figure 23: Accretionary lapilli in the Stac Fada Member (Bay of Stoer Fm, Stoer Group). Photo Peter Kay
Field Report : NW Highlands Assynt and the Coigach Peninsular
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This very strenuous but interesting day ended with a meal in the Coigach
Community Hall, catered for by the ‘Achiltibuie Garden’ and re-heated by a team
of our own chefs and cheffesses!

Figure 24: Ceilidh. Photos by Patrick Cossey

The evening ended with a ceilidh and music provided by a talented local fivepiece band and our very own Tony Marks who provided additional entertainment
on his guitar and a poem he had written about the week and our leader in
particular!

Figure 25: Photo by David Osborn

We would like to thank the hospitality of the local people who were so very friendly
and helpful during our stay; especially Peter and Midge Drake as well as others who
accompanied us on our walks. Also, a big thank you to the ladies of the Piping
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School Café who opened
especially for us on the first
evening and to all those at the
Fuaran Bar, The Summer Isles Hotel
Bar and the Salt Restaraunt who
kept us well fed and watered on
other occasions.
In spite of the interesting weather
with low temperatures, blizzards,
rain, high winds but some lovely
sunny days we all had a wonderful
time.
We cannot finish this report
without giving huge thanks to
Patrick for his boundless
knowledge, enthusiasm and
patience.
Footnote concerning the NW
Highlands Geopark
Thanks to Chris Darmon from
Geosupplies for the following
report in the recent DTE Magazine:

Figure 26: Photo courtesy Jan Fox

‘With the withdrawal of funding from the Scottish Government, the Northwest
Highlands UNESCO Geopark needed more money to continue their development.
They have managed to raise about half of the goal of £30,000 and have just
received a welcome grant from the John Muir Trust of £1500. This will go towards
keeping the visitor centre open and supporting the work being done by the
Coigach- Assynt Living Landscape and other projects. Of all the geoparks in the UK
the Northwest Highlands has the biggest challenge in terms of its remoteness which
impacts on both funding and the number of volunteers to support it’
General comments:
The Achiltibuie Tourist Association (in conjunction with others) is currently working
towards promoting the geodiversity of Coigach to the general public and it is
hoped that a geotrail will be produced in the future. It is an area of outstanding
beauty and tranquillity, with its own microclimate and wonderful people. In the
summer trips can be taken out to the Summer Isles and who knows what geological
wonders are waiting to be discovered there. Accommodation is supplied by
numerous chalets, B & B’s and the Summer Isles Hotel. There is also the Fuaran pub,
the Piping School café and Salt; a wonderful sea food restaurant. A return visit is
surely a must!
Written by Eileen Fraser, David and Janet Osborn and Brenda Kay with their photos
and additional photo’s from Jan Fox, Felicity Stubbs, Peter Kay & Patrick Cossey.
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